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Abstract: In the digital and information age, television news and social media platforms have become the two main channels for the public to obtain the latest information. Television news, with its profound heritage and authoritative credibility as traditional media, firmly occupies an important position in people's daily access to news information. With its immediacy and interactivity, social media is rapidly occupying the news consumption market. Users can instantly share their views on the world, exchange opinions, and participate in event discussions through various social platforms. The interaction between these two media forms and their impact on news dissemination is particularly critical. They complement and complement each other, and jointly shape the current news ecology. The synergy between the two changes the audience's news consumption behavior - from passive acceptance to active search, to active participation. This is not only a technical superposition, but also a conceptual innovation.

1. Introduction

With the changes in society, network technology leads the forefront of the times as the primary productive force, and even occupies an important position in various fields of society[1]. The synergistic effects of TV news and social media platforms include improving the speed and coverage of communication, obtaining audience interaction and feedback in a timely manner, analyzing social media data to adjust news topic selection and reporting methods, improving the authenticity and credibility of information, and using multi-platform communication methods. Strategies innovate news products. As a representative of traditional media, TV news has won the trust of a broad audience with its authority and professionalism; while social media platforms have become a new generation of information acquisition center because of their immediacy and interactivity. The combination of these two different media forms not only provides users with more diverse, convenient and efficient information services, but also creates an unprecedented synergistic effect in the field of news communication.

The authority, professionalism and timeliness of television news make it an important source of information and a major force in maintaining social stability and public order. As one of the representatives of traditional media, television news can quickly deliver the latest policy developments, emergencies, and real-time reports of major news events to the public. In the era of
self-media, TV news still has a huge audience and maintains strong appeal and competitiveness through continuously innovative program formats and content production methods through digital technology. However, social media platforms attract billions of users around the world due to their immediacy and interactivity. Users can share their daily lives, participate in online discussions, and even initiate opinion polls and questionnaires anytime and anywhere through mobile phones, computers and other devices. This social way of news consumption greatly improves users’ sense of participation and recognition.

The integration of television news and social media has not only changed the way people understand and accept news, but has also had a profound impact on the entire news industry ecosystem. On the one hand, this integration has prompted news organizations to pay more attention to the construction of online channels, thereby expanding their influence and breadth. On the other hand, it also promotes the establishment of closer cooperation between traditional media and new media to jointly explore new models and new opportunities for news dissemination. The combination of TV news and social media is gradually evolving into a diversified and multi-level information dissemination network. Scientific planning and design of comprehensive media platforms for TV news can give full play to its advantages and improve the overall production and dissemination effects of TV news[2].

2. Features of TV news and self-media platforms

2.1 Characteristics of TV News

Television news is an indispensable source of news information in modern society. At the same time, television news has long been an important way for people to obtain information, and its authority and credibility have been widely recognized by people[3]. Television news has strong appeal and influence, providing audiences around the world with real-time updated current affairs information and in-depth coverage of major news events. Thanks to the unique image expressiveness and sound appeal of the TV screen, TV news can present news events in an intuitive and vivid way, allowing the audience to feel the full story of the event in the first time. The media form of television news usually includes a variety of content elements, such as news reports, commentators' comments, live interviews, and special discussions. These elements are intertwined to create a rich and diverse news program. As an important part of TV news communication media, video and audio provide viewers with a more vivid and easy-to-accept news content in a unique and intuitive way. These media can visually present complex news events to every audience, allowing them to feel the tense atmosphere at the event site or the full picture of the event without resorting to text descriptions. Traditional television news media, with their profound historical accumulation and industry status, are often considered to have higher authority and professionalism. This authority makes the audience tend to trust TV news reports when faced with many news sources, because it is generally regarded as a more credible and reliable source of information. The timeliness of television news is also one of its attractions. Once a major event occurs, TV news can act quickly to conduct immediate reports and in-depth analysis to ensure that viewers can understand the progress of the event as soon as possible. This not only reflects the TV media's focus on public life, but also reflects the need for rapid response in modern society. Due to the popularity of television programs and the extensive coverage of broadcasting, television news reaches almost every corner of the world and has become the main channel for people to obtain news information. Whether in remote areas or big cities, TV news can reach a wide range of audiences of different ages, occupations and cultural backgrounds and meet their various needs for news and information. Therefore, TV news can continue to influence the formation of public opinion and have a profound impact on national policy formulation and social dynamic changes.
2.2 Features of self-media platform

Social media platforms are tools for conveying information, and they also have powerful social features that enable users to connect in a virtual world, exchange ideas, and create various forms of content, whether it is sharing the latest news events or commenting on a specific topic. Provide an in-depth discussion of the topic. On modern social media platforms, the enhancement of social functions is also a distinctive feature of social media platforms. Social media platforms encourage communication among users through functions such as comments, likes, and shares. Whether it is daily chats between friends or casual encounters between strangers, it can all be achieved through these platforms. These functions not only shorten the distance between users, but also provide a solid foundation for the construction of online communities, greatly increasing the speed and breadth of information dissemination. Social media platforms attract so much user engagement largely because of the immediacy and interactive experiences they provide. Personalized recommendation technology also plays an important role on social media platforms. Based on the user's browsing history, interest preferences and behavior patterns, the platform can recommend content that may be of interest to the user. This kind of personalized service greatly improves the user experience and makes it easier for users to quickly find interesting parts in massive information. The reason why social media platforms can quickly cover and spread content is inseparable from their huge user base and extensive communication network. Each user is both a content producer and an information dissemination node. On such a platform, any news event or social hot spot can spread quickly and affect a wider range of people. This ability makes social media play an important role in guiding public opinion, and even determines public opinion and attitudes to a certain extent. Social media platforms are an integral part of modern society. They not only change the way people obtain information, but also reshape our social relationships and interaction patterns. As technology continues to advance and innovate, social media platforms will continue to develop, bringing more unexpected surprises and opportunities to users around the world.

3. The main manifestations of the synergy between television news and social media platforms.

3.1 Improve communication speed and coverage

Information dissemination is no longer a one-man show by a single channel. As a representative of traditional media, television news has won the trust of the public with its authority and professionalism. At the same time, social media platforms, with their flexibility and interactivity, have become a new trend in modern information dissemination, using algorithms to accurately analyze user behavior to achieve rapid promotion and accurate push of content. Together, the two can break through the information cocoon, provide richer and more diverse information choices, and expand coverage. Whether it is breaking news or daily life knowledge, it can be widely shared and discussed in this integration, which greatly improves the popularity and acceptance of information. This synergy not only makes information accessible, but also promotes communication and understanding between people of different cultures, ages, and social backgrounds. With the continuous development of Internet technology, social media has become an important channel for information dissemination. TV news relies on the powerful power of social media for secondary dissemination, which can not only speed up the spread of news, but also expand its scope of influence. This is because social media platforms have strong immediacy characteristics, and users can get the latest news and information in the shortest possible time. In addition, the large user base means that any valuable news can be quickly shared and discussed, thus attracting more followers.
Therefore, through the secondary communication mechanism of social media, TV news can quickly transcend geographical restrictions and reach global audiences, greatly increasing its influence and public attention. This new communication model provides an unprecedented exposure platform for news content, allowing information to reach the target audience more effectively.

### 3.2 Obtain audience interaction and feedback in a timely manner, and adjust news topic selection and reporting methods

As an emerging information exchange tool and audience interaction center, social media platforms have brought revolutionary changes to the journalism industry. It is no longer just a simple sharing platform, but has become a powerful ecosystem that promotes real-time communication, interactive feedback, and content customization. In this system, the audience is no longer a passive recipient of information, but an active participant. They use the comment function to conduct in-depth discussions on the news content, or use the share button to spread the information to more followers. Various social applications also provide forums and discussion areas, making the collision of opinions more intense. News organizations use these platforms to establish close connections with their audiences, and can easily collect audience comments and share data to understand the public's concerns. This not only helps news organizations adjust reporting strategies in a timely manner to ensure that reports are in line with mainstream values and social needs, but also optimizes the presentation of news content based on audience feedback. This two-way interaction and feedback mechanism makes the news production process closer to reality and audiences, thereby enhancing the influence and credibility of news. Therefore, social media has become an indispensable part of news dissemination and continues to promote the development of journalism in a more diversified and personalized direction.

### 3.3 Credibility and authenticity of news content

The credibility and authenticity of news content has always been the focus of public attention, especially today when social media has increasingly become the main channel for information dissemination. False news and rumors are widely spread on social networks. These false information have a negative impact on the credibility of news media. It poses severe challenges. On the one hand, TV news, as an important part of traditional news dissemination, is trusted for its authority and professionalism. The TV station’s strict verification of facts and in-depth analysis of news reports help ensure the accuracy and authenticity of news content, thereby enhancing audience trust. At the same time, the anonymous posting and instant sharing mechanisms of social media platforms provide fertile ground for the breeding of rumors and false information. People tend to browse unverified information, which not only accelerates the spread of rumors, but also makes some inaccurate or misleading content spreads quickly and misleads the public. Faced with such challenges, the synergy between television news and social media platforms is particularly critical. By strengthening cooperation and resource sharing, the two can jointly improve information screening and processing capabilities and reduce the generation of erroneous information. In addition, the use of big data technology can better track the source of rumors, release rumor refuting information in a timely manner, help the public distinguish authenticity, and maintain the credibility of news. In summary, through effective communication and collaboration, TV news and social media platforms can work together to build a more reliable and authentic news environment.
3.4 Innovative news products and social impact

Television news increases its impact through a series of carefully planned multi-platform communication strategies and innovative news products. These organizations work closely with popular social media platforms to leverage their respective strengths and user bases to jointly develop a range of engaging news content. For example, real-time live broadcast technology allows viewers to watch the progress of major events in real time, while short videos present key moments of news events in a more intuitive and vivid way. Additionally, interactive news stories allow viewers to interact, ask questions or comment, increasing engagement and depth. Through this innovative strategy of combining traditional television reporting with modern social media, news organizations not only improve the efficiency of information transmission, but also provide viewers with new perspectives and experiences, making it easier for them to integrate into news reports and enhance their understanding of news events.

The interaction between TV news and social media platforms is particularly important. On the one hand, social media platforms are flooded with a large amount of user-generated content, which is rapidly spread through algorithm recommendations, comment interactions, etc., and its influence cannot be underestimated. Netizens' discussion and sharing of news can not only affect public opinion about the event itself, but may also have a profound impact on public sentiment and cognition. On the other hand, television news dissemination has significant authority and professionalism. It is usually screened and processed by a professional editorial team to ensure the accuracy and authority of the information. As a representative of traditional media, television news can often provide a more comprehensive and in-depth perspective on public opinion with the depth and breadth of its reporting. At the same time, the credibility and influence of television media can also effectively guide the direction of public opinion. Especially when major events occur, the real-time reporting, analysis and comments of television media can help the public better understand complex social phenomena, thereby forming a rational public opinion atmosphere.

4. Conclusions

With its authority and professionalism, television news provides audiences with a reliable source of information, and at the same time assumes the responsibility of guiding social public opinion to a certain extent. On social media platforms, users can easily post information. This synergistic effect drives the widespread and accelerated dissemination of news content, and enhances audience participation and interactivity. In addition, it promotes innovation in news production and reporting methods, such as on-site interactive reporting, real-time online investigations, etc. This dual communication channel also brings challenges to the authenticity of information. Misinformation and rumors on social media not only undermine the information environment but also challenge the credibility of news organizations. News organizations must strengthen verification mechanisms to ensure the authenticity and credibility of published content. Despite these problems, the professional quality and authority of television news can still have a positive guiding effect on public opinion. At the same time, user interaction and feedback mechanisms on social media platforms can also help correct misinformation in a timely manner and improve the authenticity of news. This balance is neither a simple integration nor a pure opposition, but requires in-depth analysis and comparison of the two to find the model that is most suitable for the current development of journalism. Only by grasping this point can we ensure that the news industry can continue to maintain vitality and influence, while also meeting the public's demand for diversified and real-time news content. The future direction of journalism will therefore depend on how smartly we harness these synergies and whether we are able to anticipate and respond to the challenges that come with them.
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